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ABSTRACT

We are exp£oring a method,
called
partition
analysis,
that assists
in progr~n
testing
and
program verification by incorporating
information
from both a formal specification of the procedure
and
an implementation
for the procedure.
The
partition
analysis
method
etnploys symbolic
evaluation techniques to partition the set of input
data
into
procedure
subd~nain s, so that the
elements of each subdomain are treated uniformly by
the specification
and
processed uniformly by the
implementation.
By forming these
subdomains,
the
procedure domain
is divided into more manageable
units, as is the task of demonstrating
progr~n
reliability.
Information related to each procedure
subdomain is used to guide in the selection of test
data
that reveals errors in the implementation or
provides confidence
in its correctness.
This
information
is also
used
to verify consistency
between the specification and the implementation.
Moreover,
the test data selection process, called
partition analysis testing,
and
the verification
process,
called
partition
analysis verification,
are used to enhance each other;
the execution
of
some elements
in the subdomain
may assist
in
verification, while the verification
process may
direct the selection of test data.
In this paper,
we describe
the partition
analysis method.
To facilitate the presentation,
we asst~ne that a given procedure
specification
is
correct;
thus we are considering the correctness
of an implementation
with
respect
to
this
specification.
The next
section presents common
representations for procedure
specifications
and
implementations
and
defines
the
procedure
subdomains into which the set of input data
is
partitioned.
The third section defines consistency
properties between a procedure
specification
and
implementation,
which are based on this partition.
Tne
fourth
section
outlines
partition
analysis
verification, a technique for demonstrating whether
the consistency properties hold.
The fifth section
describes
partition
analysis
testing,
a testing
strategy that astutely selects test data from each
procedure
subdomain.
In the conclusion, several
areas of future research are discussed.

A major drawback
of most
program
testing
methods is that they ignore program specifications,
and instead
base
their
analysis
solely on the
information
provided
in the implementation.
This
paper describes
the partition
analysis method,
which
assists
in program testing and verification
by evaluating information from both a specificabion
and
an
implementation.
This method
employs
symbolic evaluation techniques to partition the set
of input data into procedure subdamains so that the
elements of each subdomain are treated uniformly by
the
specification
and processed uniformly by the
i:nplementation.
The
partition
divides
the
procedure
danain
into more manageable
units.
Information related to each subdomain
is used
to
guide
in the selection of test data and to verify
consistency
between
the specification
and
the
implementation.
Moreover, the test data selection
process, called partition analysis testing, and the
verification
process,
called
partition
analysis
verification, are used to enhance each other,
and
thus increase progra~ reliability.
Keywords:
program testing,
program
verification,
symbolic evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
A major drawback
of most
program
testing
methods is that progran specifications are ignored;
test data
selection
is based
solely
on
the
information
derived from the implementation.
Such
methods are unlikely to detect
errors
that arise
when a implementation
neglects
aspects of the
problem.
Utilizing
an
understanding
of
the
specification,
however,
may direct
attention to
such errors.
Recently, several attempts have been
made
to employ sources of information over and
above the implementation ~
selecting
test data.
Goodenough
and Gerhart
have argued
that the
specification
and the implementation
are
both
valuable
sources of information that must be used
by testing methods.
Thus far, however,
no method
has
been
developed
that
exploits
formal
specifications, even though they are becoming
more
readily available as their v~lue in the development
of reliable software is fecognized.

'PROBLEM REPRESENTATION
A
program
specification
and
program
implementation
are intended to be representations
of the sane problem
at different
levels
ofl
abstraction.
We are developing an analysis method
to exploit the similarities between a specification
and
an implementation.
This method compares the
implementation of a procedure to a specification of
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Description
tRAP computes the AREA between the curve F and
the x-axis fr~n x=A to x=B by the trapezoidal
rule using N intervals of size (B-A)/N.
Wi~en the curve is above the x-axis, the area
is positive, otherwise the area is negative.
ERROR=true if N<I, else ERROR=false.

that
procedure.
The procedure specification must
be written
in a formal
specification
language.
While
work on
applying
the partition
analysis
method to high-level
specifications
is underway,
thus
far
the method
has only
been
applied to
low-level specifications such as those developed
during the late stages of design.
An example of such a procedure
specification
is given in Figure I. This specification describes
the procedure TRAP, which computes the area between
a curve and the x-axis by the trapezoidal rule.
A
procedure implementation of TRAP appears in Figure
2.
Trois procedure
will be used throughout this
paper to d~nonstrate the partition analysis method.
A procedure
specification
and
a procedure
implementation
both describe a function, where the
function is usually composed of partial
functions.
Each partial function is a computation defined over
a subset of the procedure
domain.
To
facilitate
the
c~nparison
of
an
implementation
to a
specification, bhe partition analysis method
takes
advantage of this similarity by translating the two
descriptions
into
common
representations,
which
explicitly describe the partial functions.
In a procedure
implementation,
a
partial
function
is represented
by a path,
which is a
sequence of stat~nents through the
implementation.
Thus,
the
representation
of
a
procedure
implementation
P
is , a
set
of
paths
{P , P~,
.., P. ~ I<N<*~}.
Associated
with each
]
~ "
N
-path P.j is the path domain D[Pj], whlch is the
set
of input d a t a t-hat c ~ e s
execution of the path,
and
the path computation
C[Pj],
which
is the
function
that
is computed
by the
sequence
of
executable
statements
along
the
path.
The
implementation domain D[P] is the union of the path
domains, DIP] = u . .
.D[P.].
d:/
, 1~1
d
In a procedure
specification,
each
partial
function
is represented by a subspec.
The actual
form of a subspec
depends
on
the
specification
language.
For low-level specifications a subspec
is sitnilar to a path,
although
there abstract
constructs
may appear.
The representation of a
specification S, therefore**is a set of subspecs
{S.,
S,
. . "' S M '' I<M<~}.
For each subspec S r,
th~ su~spec domain D-[S~] is the set of input daga
for which the subspec is applicable and the subspec
computation C[ST] is the c~mputation specified
for
i~t
varues.
The specification domain D[S]
is
the
union
of
the
sub spec
domains,
D[S] = u~ . ..D[S~].
The±:'~rti~ion
analysis
met~o~ g ~ i ~ z e s
symbolic
evaluation
techniques ~'-'~'--''" to
provide
these
common
representations
of
the
specification
and the implementation.
In applying
s~nbolic evaluation to an implementation, symbolic
.

.

Interface
TRAP(function F(X: real): real;
A: real;
B: real;
N: integer;
AREA: real;
ERROR: boolean);
input F, A, B, N;
output AREA, ERROR;
Operation
if N<I then
ERROR := true;
AREA := 0.0;
el se
ERROR :: false;
AREA := sum(i:=1,N,
(F(A+(i-1)*11)
endif;
Abbreviations
H: real := (B-A)

+ F(A+i*H))/2)*abs(H);

/ N;

Figure I.
Specification of Procedure

TRAP

.

procedure

TRAP(function F(X: real): real;
A,B: in REAL; N: in INTEGER;
AREA: out REAL; ERROR: out BOOLEAN) is
--FRAP computes the AREA between the curve F and
--the x-axis from x=A to x=B by the trapezoidal
--rule using N intervals of size (B-A)/N.
--dhen the curve is above the x-axis, the area
--is positive, otherwise the area is negative.
--ERROR=true if N<I, else ERROR=false.
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There may be an infinite number of paths due
to
program loops.
As will be explained shortly, paths
through the implementation that differ only by the
number
of
iterations
of some loops may be
~ a s s i f i e d as a single path.
The general form of a specification
must
allow
for
an infinite
nt~nber of subspecs
since some
specification
languages
allow a
notation
for
indefinite
repetition.
In addition, subspecs that
differ only by the number of repetitions
of
some
transformations
may be
represented
as a single
subspec.

10
11

12

H,X: REAL;
begin
if N<I then
--invalid input
ERROR :=true ;
AREA:=O. O;
el se
ERROR ::false ;
if A=B then
AREA:=O.O;
el se
H: = (B-A)/REAL(N) ;
X:=A;
AREA:=F(X)/2. O;
while X<B loop
X : =X+H ;
AREA:=AREA+F(X) ;
end loop;
AREA := (AREA-F(X)/2. O)*H ;
if A>B then
AREA:=-AREA;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end TRAP;
Figure 2.
Implementation of Procedure
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TRAP

Symbol ic ev al ua tion
can be appi ie~
to
a
specification
in a similar manner, thus providing
representations
of
the
subspecs.
Symbolic
evaluation
techniques
must
be extended to handle
~he
abstract
constructs
that
appear
in
speci fic~tion
languages.
For
instance,
a
specification language may represent the repetition
of a transformation
by a closed form expression,
such as the summation notatir, n that was used in the
specification
of
procedure
TRAP.
The
subspec
domains and computations for procedure TRAP,
which
were
derived
by
s~nbolic
ev alu:~tion
of the
specification, are given in Figure 4.
The specification
and
impl~nentation
impose
two
partitions
on
the
procedure
domain,
representing two ways in which
a probl~n
may be
divided.
A partition that takes into account both
the
specification
and
itnple,nen tation
can
be
constructed
by overlaying
these
two partitions.
The
subdonains
so formed
are called
procedure
subdomains
and
each
is the set of input data for
which a subspec and a path are applicable.
Figure
5 shows
a hypothetical
ex~unple of the procedure
subdotnain s that would
result
f r c ~ n overlaying
partitions
of the specification and implementation
don sin s.

names are assigned to the input values as a path is
"executed".
The values of variables are maintained
as algebraic expressions in terms of these symbolic
names.
The
path
computation
is, therefore,
represented by a vector
of algebraic
expressions
for
the output values, which may be converted to a
canonical
form.
Similarly,
the
branching
conditions
for
the
conditional
statements
encountered
on
a
path
are
represented
by
constraints
in terms of the symbolic names for the
input values.
Tne path domain is defined
by the
conjunct
of
these
constraints, which also may be
translabed
into
a
canonical
form.
Symbolic
evaluatio~ ~ of
an
implementation
can
be
extended 4,o to classify paths that differ only by
the
number
of loop
iterations.
This technique
attempts to represent each loop by a closed
form
expression.
The development
of a closed
form
expression for the loop in procedure TRAP and
the
symbolic
evaluation of the path on which this loop
occurs
are
shown
in the appendix.
Figure
3
provides the domains and computations for the paths
derived
by
symbolic
evaluation
of
the
implementation of procedure TRAP, where a, b, and n
are the symbolic names for the input values
A,
B,
and N, respectively.
DIP I] = {(a,b,n) I (n<1)}
C[P I] = AREA: 0.0
ERROR:true
D[Pp]
C[P~]

= {(a,b,n) I (n~1)
AREA: 0.0
ERROR:false

D[P~]

: {(a,b,n)

C[P~]

and (a=b)}

I (n~1) and (a>b)}

AREA: 0.0
ERROR:false

Figure 3.
Path Domains and Computations
for the Implementation of Procedure

partition into
path domains

partition into
sub spec domains

DIP 4 ] = {(a,b,n) I (n>1) and (a<b)}
C[P 4 ] : AREA: (-a*F(a~ - a*F(b) + b*F(a) + b*F(b) 2*a*sum(i::l,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n))
+
2*b*sum(i:=1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)))
/ 2*n
ERROR:false

TRAP

D[SI] = {(a,b,n) I (n<1)}
C[SI] = AREA: 0.0
ERROR:true
DIS 2 ]
C[S 2]

=

partition into
procedure subdomains

{(a,b,n) I (n>1) and (a<b)}
AREA: (-a*F(a~ - a*F(b)--+ biF(a) + b*F(b) 2*a*sum(i:=1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n))
+
2*b*sum(i:=1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)))
/ 2*n
ERROR:false
.

D[S~]

C[S]]

= {(a,b,n) I (n>1)
= AREA: (a*F(a) +
2*a*sum(i:=1,n-1
2*b*sum(i:=l,n-I
ERROR:false

Figure 5.
of Procedure
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It would not be surprising to find
a subspec
domain
and
a path domain
that
are equal.
The
testing
and
verification
of
the
associated
computations
can
then be considered
over
this
subdomain as a whole.
On the other hand, a subspec
domain
may overlap with more than one path domain
or vice versa.
This may occur for various reasons.
For example,
the
implementation
may handle some
input data as a special case for efficiency
while
the
specification
concentrates
on
simplicity.

and (a>b)}
a~F(b) - b*F(a) - b*F(b) +
,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)) ,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)))
/ 2*n

Figure 4.
Subspec Domains and Computations
for the Specification of Procedure TRAP
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Alternatively, a discrepan~x,
~ y . cU be due to a domain
or

missing

path

error

Each

tnese non-empty intersections are DiS 2] n
DiS 2] n DIP4].
'me
representations
of
the
subdomains
for procedure TRAP are given
6.
In the partition
analysis method,
suDdomains
form the basis for selecting
and verifying consistency.

subdomain

formed by overlaying the two partitions, therefore,
is of interest and should be verified and tested
separately.
Procedure subdomains appear to be the
largest units of input data that can be analyzed
independently and yet the smallest units into which
the problem can be practically decomposed.
A procedure subdsnain D_j• is the intersection
of
the subspec domain
DiS T] and the path domain
D[P.]j - tha5 is, D I j = DiS T] 6 DiPs].
In aldition,
for each subspec SI, there*may be input data in its
domain D[SI] that are not treated by any path;
this set,
DTn = DiS I] - L'j_I NDT~, is a procedure
subdomain.
Argo, for each ~ t ~ P~] there may be
input da5a in its domain D[Pj] that are not treatsd
by any subspec;
this set, D . - DIP.]
u
D
. . . .
Ou J
I~I.M
IJ%
is a proceoure suDGomaln as well. T~e exissence o[
any DIO or DOj implies that the specification
domain
DiS] and implementation domain DiP] are not
the same.
Since we ass~ne the
specification
correctly
represents
the
procedure,
the
specification
domain
nust
be
correct.
Discrepancies between
the d~nains could imply an
error in the implementation
or may be .due to
restrictions
on
either
the specification
or
implementation
domain.
For
instance,
the
specification may have input assertions that limit
the d~nain,
while the implementation
explicitly
checks for violations of these assertions.
[he
representations
of
the
procedure
subdomains are constructed from the representations
of the subspec and path domains, which are created
by symbolic
evaluation.
Subspec domains and path
d~nains are first compared for equality.
For each
subspec domain and path domain that are equal, one
procedure subdomain is provided.
Demonstration
of
the equality of two domains, say DiS K] and D[PL],
can sometimes be achieved
by
a
term-by-term
comparison of the constraints
in their s~nbolic
representations.
In procedure TRAP, for instance,
D[S~] = D[P.]
and D[S~] = DiPs] are shown in this
man~er.
~en
domain Jreprese~tations cannot be
shown equal by a symbolic comparison, equality can
be d~nonstrated by showing that DiS, ] n ~DIP. ] and
~DIS.] n DiP. ]
are
empty.
TheFe are ~everal.
approaches t~ showing that the intersection of two
domains is empty.
One approach to this probl~n is
an axiomatic
approach,
which uses first order
predicate calculus
to prove whether or not the
conjunction
defining
the
intersection
is
satisfiable.
Another approach
is an algebraic
approach, which attempts to find a solution to the
constraints defining the intersection.
If the set
of constraints is unsatisfiable,
the intersection
is empty.
No method,
however,
can solve any
arbitrary systen of constraints •
A subspec domain and path domain
that are
equal need not be considered further. For each
remaining subspec S I ~nd path Pj, the intersection
can
be
constructed
by
conjoining
the
representations of the subspec domain
and path
domain.
If this intersection
is empty, then no
input data exists that causes execution of the path
and for which the subspec
is applicable;
the
associated
computations
are
thus
trivially
equivalent.
A non-empty
intersection
provides
procedure subdomain,
DI. , for w~ich computation
equality must be consz~ered.
For procedure TRAP,

Dll

D22

:

n DiP1]
{(a:b,n)l (~<I)}

: D[S~] n DiP ]
{(aTb,n), (~>I and (a<b) and (a=b)}

:

:

D33

procedure
in Figure
procedure
test data

DiS I]

: {(a,b,n)]
D24

DiP 2] and

(n~1) and (a:b)}

DiS2] n D[Pa]
{(a,b,n)l (H>I) and (a<b) and (a<b)}
{(a,b,n)l

(n~l)

and ( a ~ b ) }

: DiS 3] n DiP R]
{(a,b,n)l (fill) and (a>b)}

D12, D ~

, D~2, and D. 4
empty,
D14: D21.as ~ ' a ~ I D i o ~ a n d
DOj.~

Figure 6.
Procedure Subdanains of Procedure TRAP
...................................................

CONSISTENCY PROPERTIES
The partition analysis method
is concerned
with determining
if a procedure
implementation
conforms to its specification.
In this section,
three
consistency
properties are introduced
compatibility, equivalence, and isomorphism - which
differ
in the manner in which the implementation
conforms to the specification.
Partition
analysis
verification,
which
is outlined
in the next
section, is an approach to demonstrating
whether
these consistency properties hold.
A fundamental
form of consistency
is the
compatibility
of
a
specification
and
an
implementation.
Compatibility
states that
the
implementation
and the specification have the same
interface - that is, they have the same number and
type of inputs and outputs - and the inputs are
restricted to values from the same domain.
'Definition: An implementation P is compatible
with a specification S if both P and S input a
vector x, output a vector z, and are defined
for the same domain, DiS] = DIP].
In the trivial case, the dc~main for a particular
input is the entire set of values for the type of
that input, but some specification and programming
languages allow assumptions that further restrict
the domain of input values.
Note that DiS] = DiP]
implies
that all elements of each subspec domain
are treated by some path and all elements of each
path domain
are treated by some subspec.
Hence,
all D.^ and DOj procedure
subdonains are empty.
The ~ f i n i t i o n
of compatibility given here may be
stronger
than
necessary.
A
procedure
implementation
that
explicitly
checks
for
violations of input assertions
that restrict
the
specification domain may, in fact, be correct.
To
simplify the discussion,
however,
the
other
properties of consistency are defined under the
assumption that compatibility holds.
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Toe prevalence of compatibility does not imply
tl~at the implementation is correct with respect to
the specification.
To
realize
toe
function
described
by the specification, the implementation
must not only nave the same interface,
it must
compute
the output values specified for each input
vector in the d ~ a i n .
Definition:
An implementation P is equivalent
to a specification
S if for all x E DIs],
PCx) : S(x).
Equivalence between a procedure implementation
and
a
specification
implies the implementation
is
correct with respect to the specification.
This property of equivalence can be stated
in
terms of the relationships between the subspecs and
paths over the procedure subdomains.
For an input
vector x, a particular path, say Pj, is executed x £ D[PI] - and a particular subspec, say SI, is
applicable - x ~ D[ST].
For this input vector, the
specification and th@ implementation
produce the
same output values, S(x) = P(x), if and only if the
appropriate subspec and path computations
agree,
C[SI](X) = C[P.](x).
A subspec
S I and a pain Pj
compute equal ~utput values for all input data to
~aic~ they both apply if for all x E DIj , C[SI](X)
= C[Pj](x).
Thus, the computations are equal over
the
associated
procedure
subdomain ;
this is
denoted by C[S I] = C[Pj].
The equivalence of an
Dj
implementation an~ a specification, can be restated
in terms of the equality of the computations over
procedure subdomains.
An implementation
P is
equivalent
to
a
specification
S
if and only if for all
procedure
subdomains
DIj,
I<I<M and I<J<_N,
C[S I] = C[Pj].
.

DIj

the analysis anJ yet is a reasonable
restriction,
since
this
is
often
a
requirement
of an
implementation.
Slight violations of compatibility
can often be bandied
witl~out additional effort.
Isomorphism might be required when a specification
is a detailed design
tna3 is to be used as a
guideline for implementation of the procedure.
On
the other hand, isomorphism might impose too strict
a conformity when a specificBtion
is written
for
comprehensibility,
but the implementation must be
codeJ
for efficiency.
Determining
isomorphism,
like determining
equivalence,
is in general an
undecidable probl~n.
~n practice, however, it can
often
be accomplished.
Since i s o m o r p h i ~
and
equivalence
are defined
here in terms of the
relationships between
the subspecs and paths, the
partition analysis method will be driven by the
procedure
subdomains.
By dividing
the problem
domain into manageable units, the subd~nains divide
the process of determining consistency between a
specification
and
implementation
into
more
practical
steps.
£~en isomorphism
between
the
specification and implementation does not hold, an
isomorphi~n
between
a subset of the sub specs and
paths can often be determined.
Equivalence
will
then be considered for the remaining subdomains.
PARTITION ANALYSIS VERIFICATION
Co
demonstrate
consistency
between
a
specification
and an implementation,
partition
analysis verification employs
several
established
verification
and validation
techniques.
In this
section, demonstration of compatibility
is first
briefly
discussed
and
then an approach
for
demonstrating
equiv al ence
and
isomorphism
is
outlined.
The described method is illustrated for
the specification and implementation
of procedure
TRAP.
Demonstrating
compatibility
between
an
implementation
and a specification is similar to
demonstrating
un iformity
b~t~e~o
procedure
interfaces in an ~mR~ementation ......
or between
levels of design "
c-J'~ . If the specification
and
programming
languages
have similar constructs for
declaring parameters and global
variables,
then
such declarations
can be c ~ p a r e d to determine if
the implementation and the specification
have the
same number
and type of parameters
and global
variables.
If the languages do
not
support
explicit declarations on how these variables are
used, then data flow analysis methods "~ may be
utilized to determine the input and output class of
each such variable in the implementation and in the
specification.
In addition,
input and output
statements
within
the
implementation
and
specification
of the procedure must be considered.
Assumptions constraining the input values must be
compared
to determine
the equivalence
of the
specification
and implementation
domains.
The
input values might be constrained
by explicit
assumptions,]such as input assertions, or
implicit
assumptions
, such as data formats.
If the input
vector, output vector,
and the domain
of the
implementation
agree
with
those
of
the
specification,
then
the
itaplemen ration
is
compatible to the specification.
For procedure
TRAP, the compatibility of the implementation
and
specification is clear.

,

~qulva~ence is sometimes very difficult,
if
not impossible, to determine.
A restricted form of
equivalence between
a
specification
and
an
implementation
is isomorphism,
which is often an
easier property to determine
for those cases in
which it applies.
Wnen isomorphism
holds each
subspec is uniquely associated with an equal path.
A
sub spec
SI
and a path P T are equal
if
D[S I] = D[Pj] (= DIj) and C[S I] = C[Pj].
Thus, the
DI J
domains are equal and the compuSations
are equal
over the procedure subdomain;
this is denoted by
S I = Pj. This relationship between
subspecs and
paths leads to a definition
of an isomorphism
between a specification and an implementation of a
procedure.
Definition:
An implementation P is isomorphic
to
a
specification
S if there exists a
bijective mapping B:S->P such that B(SI)=P J if
and only if S T = pj.
If the specif[cati6n
correctly
describes
the
desired
procedure,
isomorphism is sufficient, but
not necessary,
for the implementation
to
be
correct.
In addition, isomorphism gives evidence
t h a t the internal structure of an implementation
and a specification are similar.
The three properties of consistency allow the
attachment
of
differing
requisites
on
the
conformity o f an implementation to a specification.
Compatibility
implies
that the implementation
conforms
to
the
specified
interface.
The
assumption
that compatibility must hold simplifies
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Once compatibility is estaolished,
partition
analysis
verification
can
proceed
with the
demonstration
of
additional
consistency
by
comparing
the subspec and path domains and the
subspec and path computations.
Since both the
specification
and
the
implementation
are
unambiguous,
the subspec domains are
mutually
disjoint
as
are the path domains.
No such
restriction,
however,
~as been
made
on
the
computations;
neither the subspec computations nor
the path computations gust be distinct.
For
example,
two
paths
might
perform
the same
computation for their respective d~nain.
With this
in mind, further comparison of a specification and
an implementation is driven by the relationships
between
the subspec domains and the path domains.
These relationships
are characterized
by
the
procedure subdomains, which thus form the basis for
determining equivalence or isomorphism.
Once the procedure
subdomains
have
been
constructed,
the
associated
computations
are
compared.
Figure 7 shows the results of this
process for procedure
TRAP.
For each procedure
subdomain, the equality of the subspec computation
and the path computation over that subdomain must
be determined.
Often, a term-by-term comparison of
the
symbolic
representations
of the sub spec
computation C[ST] and the path computation
C[Pj]
reveals
that t~e two computations are symbolicalIy
identical, and thus equal over any domain.
In
procedure
TRAP, for example, C[S1] and C[P1] are
symbolically identical, as are C[S~] and C[P4].
L
Two c~nputations are also equal over the associated
procedure subd~nain
, if the symbolic difference
between
their
DI~ymbolic
representations,
C[S T] - C[Pj], equals zero for all elaments of that
subdomain. - The most straightforward
method for

determining whether
this holds is to find the
solution
set of the equation C[S£] - C[Pj] = 0.0.
fhis set can be represented
symbolicalIy by a
disjunct of the solutions to this equation, as was

done for C[$2] and C[P2] in procedure

TRAP.

When

the solution
set is discrete,
the zeroes of a
function can be found.
If the condition defining
the procedure
subdomain
restricts
the inputs to
values in this solution
set, then the symbolic
difference equals zero over that domain.
Procedure
subdomain D__ in TRAP restricts the input values to
those
for ~ i c h a=b, all lying in the solution set
of
C[S 2] - C[Pp] = 0.0.
It can
sometimes
be
determined
tha~ the subspec and path computations
are not equal over the
associated
procedure
subdomain,
thus
indicating
an error
in the
implementation.
Partition analysis verification
enabled
the
detection
of
a
fairly subtle error in the
implementation of procedure TRAP.
In implementing
tne while loop, the incorrect assumption was made
that the tower bound on the integral is less than
the upper bound;
thus the loop exit condition is
incorrect.
This error was uncovered because it was
determined
that procedure
subdomain
D
is not
contained
in
the
solution
~t
of
C[S R] - C[P~] : 0.0.
Thus, the impl~nentation of
TRAP is nut-equivalent
to its specification.
A
correct
implementation
could
be achieved
by
replacing
the
loop
exit
condition
by
((X>B) and (A>B)) or ((X<B) and (A<B)).
When the equality or inequality of the subspec
and path computations over the associated procedure
subdomain cannot be determined, testing can provide
some assurance of their equality or find examples
of their inequality.
Partition analysis testing is
discussed
in the next section.
Although,
in

D11 : D [ S I ]] = D[P I] : { ( a , b , n ) l
(n<l)}
C[S I
C[P 7] : AREA: 0.0
ERROR: true

:>

$1 :

P1

D33 : D[S~] = D[P~] : {(a,b,n)I (n~1) and (a>b)}
C[S~] C[P~] : AREA: (a*F(a) + a*F(b) - b*F(a) - b~F(b) +
2*a*s~a(i::1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)) 2 * b * s u m ( i : : 1 , n - 1 , F ( ( ( n - i ) * a + i * b ) / n ) ) ) / 2*n - 0.0
:(a-b)*(F(a)+F(b)+sum(i::1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i~b)/n))) / 2*n
ERROR: false-false
Solution set: (a=b) or (F(a)+F(b)+sum(i:=1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n))
D22 = DIS2] n D[P2] = {(a,b,n)l
C[S 2 ] - C[P 2 ]

= 0.0)

=> C[$3]/: C[p3]

(n~1) and (a~b) and (a=b)}

D33

: {(a,D,n)l
( n > l ) and ( a : b ) }
= AREA:
(-a*F~a) - a*F(b) + b*F(a) + b*F(b) 2*a*sum(i:=l,n-l,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n))
+
2*b*sum(i:=l,n-l,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)))
/ 2*n - 0.0
=(b-a)*(F(a)+F(b)+sum(i:=l,n-l,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)))

ERROR: false-false
Solution set: (a=b) or (F(a)+F(b)+sum(i:=1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n))

: 0.0)

=> C[$2] = C[P2]
D22

D24 = D[S2] n DIP4] : { ( a , b , n ) l (n>1) and (a<b) and (a<b)}
= {(a,b,n) I (n;1) and (a[b)}
(-a*F~a) - a*F(b) + b*F(a) + b*F(b) 2*a*sum(i:=1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)) +
2*b*sum(i:=1,n-1,F(((n-i)*a+i*b)/n)))
ERROR: false

/ 2*n

-

C[S 2] : C[P 4] : AREA:

2*n

Figure 7.
Demonstration of Equivalence of the
Specification and Implementation of Procedure TRAP
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=> C[S2] : C[P 4]
D24

general,

computation

equality

is

undeci~_~ble,

to subfunctions
of
the
problem.
This
method
symbolically
evaluates
each
sub function
and
compares
the symbolic
rear esentation
to
the

several approaches have been shown effective
Partition
analysis
verification,
which
compares
the
symbolic
representations
of the
domains
and
comp~ations,
is a
variation
on
symbolic
testing
Usually,
symbolic testing
involves
merely
examining
the
symbolic
representations
of
the
path
domains
and
computations. Partition analysis, however, compares
these
representations
with those derived from the
specification.
Fhis
symbolic
testing
frequently
leads
to
the
detection
of
errors
in the
implementation.
It is :apparent
that
this method
facilitates
the detection
of computation errors.
The example given above demonstrates its utility in
detecting domain errors as well.
If partition analysis verification is complete
and
no errors
are detected
that
is, if the
procedure subd~nains are cc~npletely determined
and
all
the path computations and subspec computations
are shown equal over their respective subdomains
then
the implementation
is e q u i v a l e n t
to the
specification.
If, in addition,
there
is
a
one-to-one
correspondence between the subspecs anJ
paths, then the implementation
and
specification
are
isomorphic.
Note
that a subset of the p~ths
and subspecs may be in a one-to-one correspondence,
as in procedure TRAP.
Since the subspecs and paths
in this subset are often similar in structure,
it
is sometimes
easy to determine
their equality.
Partition analysis verification capitalizes on this
by first determining the equal subspecs and paths
and by then concentrating on those
parts of
the
implementation that deviate from the specification.
PARTITION

ANALYSIS

internal
d o c u m e n t a t i o n and
each s u b f u n c t i o n .
Weyuker

selects test d~a for
and
Ostrand z~-J have

proposed
a testing
method
that
is based
on a
partition
of the problem
that
is similar
to
procedure
subd~nains.
Their
method,
however,
ass~nes
that
the
specification
partition
is
provided, rather than derived from a specification.
Partition
analysis
decomposes
the
problem
into
procedure subdomains using sy.nbolic evaluation of a
formal specification
and
an implementation.
In
this
section,
we describe
partition
analysis
testing, wnich uses the symbolic representations of
these
subdomains
and
of
their
associated
computations to assist in selecting test data.
A test data
set
for
a procedure
can
be
constructed
by selecting one or more elements f r o m
each procedure suOdomain.
An appropriate selection
of input
values
fro:n each subdomain can increase
the probability of detecting errors.
The test data
selected
to exercise
the
implementation
should
include typical data points in the
subdomain,
as
well
as
data
explicitly
chosen
to uncover
computation or domain errors.
By examining
the representations
of
the
subspec
and
path computations, test data that is
likely
to expose
computation
errors
can
be
selected.
Computationally sensitive data that lies
within the procedure subdomain may reveal an error
in th~_p~#h computation.
Computationally sensitive
data ,b, ~ includes, among other things, data that
will
cause
the computations to be zero, data that
causes individual terms within the computation
to
take on troublesome
values, such as O, I, or -I,
and data
of
small
and
large magnitude.
For
polynomial
computations, the number of data points
that
should
be
selected
to
guarantee
its
correctness
ma X 1~e determined from the degree of
the polynomial ~'
Test data that is apt to reveal d ~ a i n
errors
can
be chosen
by examining the representation of
the procedure subdomain.
It has been observed that
boundary
points
are m o ~
~ensitive
to domain
errors.
Domain
testing ~''I
is based
on this
observation
and
guides
in the selection of test
data that lies on and near the boundaries
of
path
domains.
By applying
this strategy in partition
analysis, test data on and near the boundaries
of
procedure
subdomains is selected and errors in the
path
domain
are
likely
to
be
detected.
Furthermore,
whereas
most
testing strategies are
not likely to detect
missing
path errors,
w~ich
occur
when
a
sub spec
is neglected
in the
implementation, they will
in all
probability
be
detected
by partition
analysis testing.
This is
because
each
sub spec
domain
.imposes
the
construction
of at least one procedure subdomain:
thus data will be chosen that should
exercise
the
missing path.
A categorization
of the
test
data
for
procedure
subdomain
D .4 of procedure TRAP based
upon the strategies
outlined
above
is shown
in
Figure
8.
Note
that each category
does
not
completely specify ~n input vector,
so categories
may be c~mbined in selecting actual test data.

TESTING

Demonstrating equivalence of an implementation
to the associated specification verifies that the
implementation performs the
intended
task.
This
method
of
attesting
to program
reliability,
nowever,
divorces
itself
frc~m
the
run-time
surroundings by showing consistency in a postulated
environment,
re remedy
this,
partition
analysis
testing
complements
verification
by ;astutely
selecting
test
data
for
actual
execution.
Moreover,
when
consistency
cannot be determined,
testing can often
substantiate
the equality
of
computations
or
provide
counter
examples.
The
partition into procedure
subdomains
provides
the
basis
for a test data selection strategy.
Each
subdomain is a conceptual
unit
that
should
be
examined carefully and tested independently.
The concept
of dividing
the problem
into
smaller
units
and concentrating on s e l e c t i n ~ t e s t
data for those
units
is not new.
Myers
8 has
described
some guidelines for partitioning the set
of input data into equivalence
classes
such
that
one
can
"reasonably"
assume
that
if
the
implementation
is correct
for
a representative
element
of such a class then it is correct for any
other element in that class.
Path analysis testing
strategies
12,2q construct a test set by choosing
elements from each path domain.
This approach uses
symbolic
representations
of the paths provided by
symbolic evaluation, but is based
solely on
t~e
implementation.
Ho~Jen has proposed a f u n c t i o n a l
testing
method , u that
decomposes
the
implementation into pieces of code that corresponds
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n:l
n:2
n>>l

criteria to
detect d o m a i n
errors

a:b-c
a=O,b=1
a=-1,b=O
a=-1,b=1
a:-K,b:-I
a:1,b:k
a=-K,b=k

criteria to
detect computation
errors

a= - m , D= + m

a=O,b=+m
a=-m,b=O
b-a:n
where,

E [S a small

positive

real

value

k iS a typical positive real value
m is a large positive real value
Figure 8.
Categorization of Test Data to be Selected for
Procedure Subd~nain D24 of procedure TRAP
Testing an implementation with data
selected
by the
partition
analysis
testing method should
detect most, if not all, program errors.
If a path
is incorrect, it is unlikely that all the test data
selected
fr~n
the
corresponding
procedure
subdomains
will
result
in correct
output.
Our
initial
experimentation
supports
this
claim,
although
more
empirical
evidence is needed.
The
analysis
of both
the implementation
and
the
specification enables partition analysis testing to
generate a more comprehensive set of test data than
strategies
that
rely on a single
source
of
information.
CONCLUSION

emptiness of the intersection of two domains,
and
equality
of
two computations
over
a domain.
Additional approaches to these
problems
must
be
developed.
The propose:J evaluation method assumes
that loops can be represented
in a closed
form.
While this is often the case, methods for analyzing
loops must be further refined.
Although
symbolic
evaluation
of
programs
has been
extensively
researched, symbolic evaluation
of specifications
has only recently been considered.
While
there
are
several
established
programming
languages, the design of specification
languages is still
in its infancy.
If program
specifications are to contribute effectively to the
analysis of programs, more applicable specification
languages
must be designed.
The evaluation method
presented in this paper assumes
that
a procedure
specification
is complete.
The evaluation
of
higher
level
specifications,
which
might
be
incomplete,
should
also be considered.
While
strong consistency, such as equivalence, could
not
be proven with 3n incomplete specification, weaker
forms of consistency
could
be demonstrated
or
inconsistencies could be detected.
Currently,
partition
analysis
is concerned
with
the analysis of an implementation in relation
to a specification.
It is believed that the method
may also be applicable to two specifications of the
same problem.
This will enable
the determination
of consistency between consecutive levels of design
and the d~nonstration
of reliability
of earlier
phases of program developmenb.
If analysis is not
performed throughout the developnent process, there
is no assurance
that
the
specifications indeed
capture the desired behavior of the procedures.
To
achieve
the
goal
of producing
more
reliable
software, a complimentary set of software tools for
program
specification,
program
design,
program
verification,
and
program
testing
must
be
integrated.

The
partition
analysis
method
incorporates
information
derived
from
both
a
formal
specification and an implementation
to assist
in
program
testing
and
verification.
This method
relies on the construction of procedure subdomains,
which partition the set of input data based on both
the implementation and the specification.
We have
proposed
consistency properties that differ in how
closely
the
implementation
conforms
to
the
specification.
Partition
analysis
verification
compares the implementation and
the specification
in an att~npt to determine whether these properties
hold.
Partition analysis testing selects test data
by
analyzing
both
the
implementation
and
the
specification,
and
thus
generates
a
more
comprehensive set of test data than one obtained by
analyzing the implementation or the
specification
alone.
In
light
of
the work on
symbolic
evaluation,
we believe
the partition
analysis
method
we
have
proposed
could
be, at least
partially, automated.
~here are several problems
in the
partition
analysis
method
that
require
additional
investigation.
Strategies for generating test data
from the representation of the procedure subdomains
have been proposed in this paper, but need
to be
evaluated further.
This paper discusses approaches
for dealing
with
the problens
that
arise
in
determining
consistency - equality of two domains,
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APPENDIX
Symbolic evaluation is typically appLied
to
each path in a procedure.
A procedure with loops,
,however, nay have an effectively infinite number of
paths.
The symbolic evaluJtion method enployeJ by
partition 4, ~'nalysisv
_
uses
a
Loop
analysis
technique
to represent the loops in a procedure
by a closed form expression.
Using this technique,
patl~s that differ only ay their number of loop
iterations are classified as a path.
Procedures
only contain a finite, and usually small, number of
classes of paths so that symbolic evaluation can be
applied to each such class.
In this symbolic evaluation method, loops are
analyzed first in an attempt to generate the closed
form expressions.
For each analyzed
loop,
a
conlisional
expression is created representing the
final iteration count for any arbitrary execution
of
the
loop.
The final
iteration
count is
expressed in terms of the symbolic values of the
variables at entry to the loop.
Tn addition, for
each variable modified
within
the
loop,
its
symbolic
value at exit frc~n the loop is created.
Each such expression
is in terms of the final
iteration count as well as the symbolic values of
the variables at entry to the loop.
Figure A.I shows the loop analysis
for the
while loop in TRAP.
To initiate Loop analysis, an
iteration counter, k, is associated with the loop.
The s~nbolic
names X
and AREA
are used to
K
k
represent the values of the variables X and AREA at
the beginning
of the kth iteration of the loop.
Note that X. and AREA
represent
the values on
entry to tn I first iteration
I
of the loop.
Symbolic
evaluation of a representative iteration,
k-l,
is
performed,
thus providin~ the symbolic values for
each X k and AREA , k>2, as recurrence relations
in
terms of the values-of the variables at iterations
k and K-I.
A representation
for the loop exit
condition, denoted LECk, is also obtained;
this is
the condition under which the loop will be exited
before the kth iteration (after k-1 iterations).
Loop analysis then solves the recurrence relations,
in terms of X I and AREA., lhe solutions are given
by providing X(~) and ARE~(k).
The solution
for
the loop exit condition,
LEC(k), is obtained by
replacing X. and AREA. by X(k) add AREA(k)
in the
K
.
condition.
Finally, ~he closed form representation
of a loop can be created.
The fall-through case,
in which the values at entry to the first iteration
of the loop satisfy the loop exit condition,
must
be added
to the loop representation.
The final
iteration count k is the iteration
before which
exit occurs and e is the minimum k, such that the
loop exit condition is true.
The symbolic values
of
the variables
at exit from the loop are
represented by X(k ) and AREA(ke).
The closed ~orm representation
of a loop
captures
the behavior
of the loop.
Thus, when a
loop is encounterred during symbolic evaluation
of
a path, the loop body is evaluated by "executing"
its closed form representation.
The while loop in
TRAP is encounterred along paths P.. and P4"
Path
Pq exits the loop before the first ~teration,
and
tMus represents a single path.
Path P4 represents
the class of paths that perform one or more
iterations
of
the while loop.
The symbolic
evaluation of path P4 appears in Figure A.2.
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Recurrence Relations (k>2)
X = X
+H
A~EA ~--~REA . + F(X, )
-I
Loop Exlt Condition
(k>~)
LECk = ~(X~:<B)
Solved Recurrence Relations (k>2)
X(k) = X. + (k-1)*H
AREA(k) 2 AREA~ + s u m ( i : = 2 , k , F ( X l + ( i - 1 ) * t t ) )
Solved Loop Exit ~ondition
(k>2)
LEC(k) = X 1 + (k-1)*H > B
Closed Form Representation
if X I > B then
--exit loop before first iteration
X= K
AREA _! AREA1
else if (XI<B) and
exlsts(k : integer in [2.. ) =>
e
k =minimum {k: integer in [2.. ) =>
(~1+(k-1)*H > B)})
X : X. + ( k - I ) * H I
e
AREA = AREA1 + sum(i:=2,1¢e,F(X + ( i - 1 ) * H ) )
endif
Figure A.I.
Loop Analysis of wn£1e loop in Procedure TRAP

statement
or edge

0

(0,3)

condition defining
path domain

changes in
path computation

TRUE

(A:a,B:b,N=n
AREA:$,ERROR=$,
H:$,X=$)

TRUE and -(n<1)

=(n>l)
3
(3,5)
5
6
7
loop(8-9)

ERROR=false
(n>1) and ~(a=b)
=(n>1) and (a/=b)
H: (b-a)/n
X:a
AREA=F(a)/2.0
(n>1) and (a/=b) and (a<b) and
k --minimum{k: integer in [2.. ) =>
(~+(k -1)*(b-a)/n>b)}
,
=(n>1~ and (a<b) and (ke=n+1)
X=a+(k -1)*(b-a)/n
AREA=F~a)/2.0+s~n(i:=2,k ,F(a+(i-1)*(b-a)/n))
AREA=(F(a.)/2,0+s~11(i:=2,~ ,F(a+(i-1)*(b-a)/n))F(a+(ke-1 )*(b-a)/n)/~. O)*(b-a)/n

10

(10,12)
12

(n>l) and (a<b)
(k =n+l) and ~(a>b)
= ( ~ 1 ) and (a<b) and (ke:n+l)
end
Figure A.2.
Symbolic Evaluation of Path P4
in the Implementation of Procedure TRAP

W

Elementary algebraic techniques were used to solve for k .
e
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